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. · Staff Photo by PAT SAYRES 
Beth Younger, left, 'and Paul Peterhans, right, are the newly-elected chlet ot-
. fleers of Student Government for the 1975-76 school vear. 
Brockm.an confirmed. 
as fresh;rnan: dorm 
8~· (;A I.E STA \'l'ON 
New• Steff Writer 
Who is going to be living in 
Brockman Hall next year'! For some 
time a variety of answers have been 
spreading their way across -campus. 
The Nell's contacted Mr. David 
Tom. the Housing Director, to clear 
up the situation .• 
Next September Brockman Hall 
will be inhabited basically by 
freshman men. However.· up-
perclassmen will not be required to 
move. There will be two -major 
changes made in Brockman. The 
south wing of the second floor will be 
converted into lounges and recrea-
tion rooms. The other ma.ior change 
concerns the staffing of the hall. 
There will be a Hall Co-ordinator 
supported by- two assistants whose 
job will bet he administration of the 
_hall. Unlike this year, there will be no 
Resident Assistants in Brockman in 
September. Under the Hall Co-
ordinator are ten senior residents. 
Each of these seniors is to head up a 
group of approximately twenty 
students. The primary purpose of 
this new system is to establish close 
contact among the individual 
groups. in the hall, and with the rest 
of the University. The freshman 
women will live in Kuhlman Hall 
and be included in the same type of 
system. 
This living arrangement will have 
Brockman to page 12 
Theology Dept. 
chooses members 
By PA'I" FEt:l.t:\' · taken into consideration in making a 
Newa Steff Wl'lter final choice; 
Two new members were ap- Terrence D. Callan, 28 years old, 
pointed to the theology faculty last is presently completing his doctorate 
week. Rev. Leo Klein, S.J. an- in New Testament studies at Yale 
nounccd that Terrence D. Callan University. Callan graduated from 
and Dr. 1•aul F. Knitter will join the Gonzaga University, a Jesuit school 
ranks of the Xavier faculty in the in Spokane. Washington, in 1969. 
fall of 1975. · He then attended Yale for graduate 
These two teachers were chosen work in theology as a Woodrow 
fr('m a group of four candidates. Wils(m Fellow. 
E11ch of the four applicants met with L>r. Paul F. Knitter. 36 years old, 
the fulltimc theology faculty in dis- is currently teaching in a doctoral 
cussion sessions. and with a "model program at the Catholic Theological 
class" of Xavier undergraduate Union in Chicago. At that school. he 
students to whom they gave a ·Icc- was voted one of five best teachers. 
turc. Fr. Klein submitted the Dr. Kn,ittcr received his doctorate 
cvaluationsofthesetwogroups.and from the University of Marburg. 
his own recommendation to Rev. German\'. where he studied with the 
Francis Brennan. S . .l.. Academic advison; assistance of Rudolf Duet-
Vice-president. and Rev. John mann. in additi~m. Dr. Knitter has 
Felten. S . .l .. Dean of Arts and studied under Karl Raimer at thl· 
Science~. who had also met with Universitv nl' Munster. Germanv. 
each candidute. Such criteria as Dr. Kniticr has puhlished one bm;k 
academic huckground. andsuitltbili- and eleven articles (in three 
ty fnr teaching at undergraduate_ languagcsl and \\ill ~lwrtly publish 
levels ~~~ well us in the College nl four morl' article~. 
l'nnti'nuin):! l:ducation wcrl· al'n Theolog~ to page 12 
Peterhans and Younger 
win election, stress trust 
8~ sn: sn:vt:NoT 
News Staff Writer 
· Elections were held Thursday and 
hi day. April24 and 25. to fill vacant 
St udcnt Government pos1110ns. 
most notahly the offices of President 
and Vice-President of Student Body. 
Write-in candidates Paul Peterhans 
and Beth Younger will assume these 
positions. having accumulated 237 
votes to overcome the two other 
tickets. Ed Bauc·r an.d John Condon 
with lXI votes and John Woolard 
and Tom Madigan with 93 votes. 
When asked ahout the clectitin 
results. hoth Peter hans and Younger 
felt that the election proved that 
there is a lot of support from both 
dormies and commuters. Pctcrhans 
stresses that he and Younger "want 
to build a sense of community with 
the students, and to eliminate the 
prcd_ominant atmosphere of 
paranoia. hy opening com-
munications hctwccn senators. the 
executive hoard and the studL•nts."' 
They would like to try to "instill a 
scnsc of trust. where people complc-
Peterhans: ". . . We 
want to build a 
sense of commun-
ity with the 
students . . . " 
mcnt and support each other. rather 
than ~ive wav to mistrust and 
destru~tivc wa·v to mistrust and 
criticism." l'ctcrhans noted that 
"vou can't build success without mis-
t;tkcs. vet while mistakes can thus he 
valuahlc. 1 hcv should not be hlown 
out of prop<~rtion. They should be 
acknowledged lind forgotten." 
"We n~cd a lot of help. support 
Brockman Hal, often known as the Cave, or the Pen, will be renovated for 
next year's Incoming freshmen. · 
and advice,"' Beth stressed. "We 
hope for feed hack and support from 
those in a position to help. A lot of 
people arc already offering thl!ir sup-
port and I heir time: we're really 
pleased." 
Paul and Beth will work to make 
students aware of "what the existing 
Senate committees arc about, what 
they can and cannot do. who sits on 
them. and the extent of ad-
ministrative involvement."' They 
plan for Senators to chair four new 
commiltccs on )·lousing. Food. 
Academics. and Special Activities. 
There will also he an effort to make 
the rcsponsihilitics of administrators 
puhlic. 
Through personal meetings with 
each new Senator. they hope to 
familiarize the incomin~ Senate 





By JOYCE s<:HREI8ER 
Anoclale Editor 
The Student Activities Budget 
Board has determined the budgets 
for the 1975-76 academic year. 
The Student Budget Board is com-
prised of seven members: four 
students, two faculty members, and 
one administrator. This year's 
Chairman is Don Flynn. Basically 
the Board has two functions. The 
first is t'a distribute the 13 per cent of 
Tentative to page 9 
Buschmann retires: 




Bv MARY ANN BUESCHER 
• Man~~glng Editor 
The University is currently inter-
viewing applicants for the position 
of Director of Admissions, at.temp-
ting to find a replacement for the· 
current Director. Rev. Peter 
Buschmann, S.J., who will be retir-
ing from that position to take charge 
of a new office of college counseling. 
It is planned that the new Director of 
Admissions will assurne office on or 
around the date of July I, 1975. 
The process by which Fr. Busch-
mann's successor is being selected is 
a unique one to the Xavier com-
munity. involving various represen-
tatives from administration, faculty 
and students. Rev. Francis Brennan. 
S.J. has also asked some faculty and 
students to participate in the inter-
viewing, in addition to ad-
ministrative interviews, in order to 
see how the applicant projects. 
himself to various groups of people 
and how well the applicant is able to 
represent the goals and purposes of 
X11vicr U niveresity. 
Fr. Buschmann, himself a Xavier 
University graduate, has served a 
long term of service with the univer-
sity, serving in his present capacity as 
Director of Admissions since 1959. 
Along with his staff of three full-time 
admissions counselors and his Assis-
tant Director of Admissions, he has 
been working against the current 
downward trend in admissions. 
Fr. Francis Brennan, Academic 
Vice-President, commented on the 
"excellent job" which Fr. 
Buschmann and his staff have done 
this year of "articulating Xavier's 
goals and purposes to the outside 
community." However, Fr. Brennan 
noted that another · of the en-
couraging things which the ad-
missions office has brought about 
this year is "the good rapport within 
the institution" which Buschmann's 
office has established with faculty, 
administration, alumni and 
students. 
Fr; Buschmann discussed some of 
the ways in which various sectors of 
Buschmlnn to p1ge 12 
this week 
in the news 
_,.plied by JOYCE ICHREIII!R 
Appl~catlons for Breen Lodge 
Applications are now being taken fort he 1975-76 Breen Lodge staff. 
To qualify, an applicant must be a fulltime ~oman student in good 
academic standing, willing to commit time and energy to Breen 
programming and maintenance of the house. 
Letters of intent should be submitted to the Breen Lodge Advisory 
Board through Dean Mary Lou Gist's office by S p.m. Friday, May 9. 
Interviews will be conducted the week of May 12. For more informa-
tion, contact any of the Breen Lodge staff at 745-3322, or Ms. Gist at 
745-3201. 
Social Chairman Job open 
Applications are now being accepted for the position of Social Com-
mittee Chairman. Tl'k: application should be in the form of a written 
statement of the reasons for applying, submitted to Tom Stahl in the 
Student Development Office in the .University Center no later than Fri-
day, May 9. A~y full time undergraduate student is eligible for the posi-
tion. Applicants should also state whether they desire to be reimbursed 
for the position. 
The Campus Activities Board wiU tentatively meet the week of. May 
I 2 to select next year's Social Chairman. All candidates-will be advised 
if they are to appear before the Board. 
Athenaeum available 
Copies of the 1974-75 Athenaeum. Xavier's literary magazine, are 
available at the circulation desk ofthe library, in the Hearth Room in_ 
the University Center, or at the Information Desk in the University 
Center. Copies and information are also available by calling 745-3159. 
Thinking about a job? 
The Placement Office will hold two special meetings for Juniors,-
designed to assist them in these areas: 
-finding summer jobs that will be supportive of one's career after 
graduation. 
-using summer employment and spare time to gain valuable ex-
perience and career information. 
-what employers will be looking for next year. 
-career resources and services that will be available to them next 
year. 
lnteresied Juniors are encouraged to attend one of the two meetings 
that will be held at the University Center Building on Wednesday, 
May 7 at 1:30 p.m. and Thursday, May 8 at 12:30 p.m. 
Applications for Pled Piper 
Any current freshman, sophomore, or junior male student at X.U. is 
eligible to apply to the Pied Piper. Applicants should be willing to 
make a serious commitment to the work of Campus Ministry and to 
the development of a Christian community at the Pied Piper. 
Residents would coordinate regular programs as well .as the 
Coffeehouse and special programs such as Food Week. All interested 
should contact Pete Corrigan at 745-3194 or Hinkle 212 F by May.· 
Info on Privacy Act 
According to Section 99.5 of the Family Education and Privacy Act 
of 1974 any student over 18 is entitled to access to any records that may 
be kept by the University. If the student is considered dependent (ac-
cording to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) then both student and 
parents have access rights. Xavier University maintains student files in 
the following areas: Admissions, Registrar, Housing, Student Finan-
cial Aid and Placement, as well as transcripts of formal Discipline 
Board hearings, health records, psychological counseling, test 
results and athletic records. According to Section 99.13 oft he Act the 
following are exempted from access by students: I. Personal notes to 
teachers and administrators, provided these notes are not available to 
a third party other than a teacher's substitute. 2. Law Enforcement 
Records, to include those of a campus police force. 3. Medical and Psy-
chiatric records-these records are not available to anyone except 
those providing the treatment. In addition the Parents Confidential 
Statements and confidential letters of reference pla~ed in the file prior 
to January I, 1975 are not available to students. · 
··L:arry .S eehe 
·· X a vier News columnist 
The Whats and Wheres 
of the morning after 
You probably know' the feeling. 
One moment, you're lying peacefully 
asleep, delighting in the euphoria 
that is to be achieved only in this 
condition of natural oblivion. The 
next moment, your alarm clock puts 
a screaming end to your bliss and 
thrusts you back into reality. The 
sun comes burning into your eyes 
and you fumble and struggle· to 
silence the monster who's serenading 
your ears with monotonic clatter. 
And then it hits you! All of a sudden, 
your head feels ready to explode! 
You attempt to get out of bed, but 
your stomach tells you that it would 
rather stay where it is. Every little 
movement heightens the intensity of 
the pain. It's no use trying to sleep 
now; there's no escaping it. You can 
try aspirin, tomato juice, and/ or 
cold showers, but the only sure relief 
.to be found is in the same bottle that 
put you in your present state. Unfor-
tunately (or maybe I should say for-
tunately), most of us can't even look 
at "the bottle" at this time, so we wait 
out the pain while deciding that we 
mwit have had a pretty good time 
last night. 
Disgusting? Well, maybe, but it 
happens all the time. This is Xavier, 
remember? I don't know the reason 
for it, but all social activity at this 
THURSDAY, MAY 1 
Greek Week. Track Meet, 2:30, 
Stadium. 
All Night Dance Contest. 5 p.m.-9 
a.m., University Center Lobby. 
FRIDAY, MAY 2 
Greek Week. Picnic Day. 
Pyramid Building Contest. I :30, 
stadium. 
Body Painting. 2:00. 
Horseshoe Pitching Contest. 2:00. 
Sack and Wheelbarrow Races. 2:30. 
Student-Faculty Softball Game. 
3:00; baseball field. 
.. The Glory that was Grease" Dance. 
10-2 in the Cafeteria. 
XU Players. "Guys and Dolls," 8:00 
in the Theater. 
school seems to revolve around a 
beer can. When I was a freshman, the 
big question was, .. What are we go-
ing to do tonight?" Through ex-
perience, we. know what we're going 
to do. Now the questions are, 
"Where are we going to do it," and 
"Why do we have to wait until 
tonight?" · 
I guess it's all part of the Xavier 
mystique. Xavier is a school rich in 
tradition, and we all know what has 
traditionally been the lifeblood of 
this University for years. It runs a bit 
higher than 3.2%. Drinking is a part 
of college, but at Xavier you get the 
feeling that school is just a necessary · 
evil to be endured so that you have 
justification for living a perpetual 
party. Your typical Muskie does not 
. believe in allowing school to in-
terfere with his/ her social life. 
.. · As drinking cannot be recognized 
·as a University sponsored extra-
·. curricular activity, your average 
Muskie has, over the years, been 
forced to take to the streets in pursuit 
of libations. As a result, "Dana's" 
and (more recently) "Tucker's" have 
become integral members of the 
local vernacular. There is, however, 
another watering hole that attracts 
its share of thirsty Xavierites: a cer-
tain Irish establishment in Mt. 
Adams. I speak, of course, of "The 
Sigma Pi Sigma Dinner. 7:00 in the 
Terrace Room. · 
Faculty Wives Bridge Marathon. 
7:30-12:00, Cash Room. 
SATURDAY, MAY 3 
Kentucky Derby. 
XU Players. "Guys and Dolls," 8:00 
in the Theater. 
SUNDAY, MAY 4 
Xll Players. "Guys and Dolls," 8:00 
in the Theater. 
Alpha Sigma Nu Dinner. 6:00p.m. 
MONDAY, MAY 5 
Marie Wilner Art Exhibit. Universi-
ty Center, May 5:_20. 
Pub", McCarthy's. 
If you go to Xavier(orthe Mount, 
or Edgecliffe, or if you just live in 
Cincinnati), chances are good that 
you've been there at least once. 
Given the fundamentally German 
heritage and culture of the Cincin-
nati area, there is an understandable 
shortage of Irish Pubs. If you've ever 
seen the crowd at McCarthy's on St. 
Patrick's Day, you can bear witness 
to the fact. 
I'm not exactly sure that there is 
any one feature that accounts for 
McCarthy's popularity. It's just a 
class place. The atmosphere is com-
fortable; the location is prime; the 
Clientele represents a fascinating 
cross-section of interesting people; 
and the price is right. 
The people who frequent .. The 
Pub" are a loyal lot. Every time I go 
there, ttie faces become more 
familiar. Certain inidividuals stand 
out and merit special distinction: 
particularly Mac, Randy, Walt; and 
Jeannie. Mac and Randy seem to 
own the rights to the Foos ball table. 
(If they don't, then they don't lose 
very often.) Walt never fails to buy 
me a Stout. And Jeannie, well, she's 
somethillg sP«:cial. Her classmates at 
The Mount recently honored her for 
· her years of devotion and loyalty by 
making her an official wall fixture of 
McCarthy's in commemoration of 
her one millionth trip. That's loyalty. 
Pubs, like friends, ·are chosen 
carefully and are a matter of per-
sonal preference. It aU depends on 
what you're looking for. Hangovers 
can be installed and serviced at any 
bar; good friends and good times are 
harder to find. That's no blarney. 
The choice is yours. 
• 
Honors Convocation. I :30 p.m. 
Theater. 
TUESDAY, MAY 6 
Baseball. XU vs. Ohio University, 
2:00. 
XU Band Concert. Theater. 
Sailing Club Meeting. 7:00 in the 
Fordham Room. 
Debate Society Meeting. 7:00 in the 
Regis Room. · 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7 
Noontime Movie. "When Comedy 
was King," I 1:30-1:30, University 
Center. 
Baseball. XU vs. Louisville, 2:00, 
O'Conner Field. 
;-\thletic Recognition Banqu~. 6:00 
m the Cafeteria. 
DID YOU KNOW •.. Here are some .of our strong points: • Credibility (our name) IS a truly non-pro.flt corporation (i.e. a public service oraanization). · 
CREDIBILITY 
4055 Executive Park Drive, Suite 313 
Sharonville, Ohio 45241 
Phone 563·6600 (day or ni&ht) OFFICE HOURS: 
6:00 to 9':30, Mon. to Fri.; 10:00 to 6:00 Saturdays 
Mo~t people have heard only bad reports about matching or computer-dating 
~genc~es. In cont.ra_st to those responsible for this we are offering a thorough, high·. 
mtegnty, no~·prof~t match in~ ser.vice for non-married people of all ages. The 
TOTAL cost, 1ncludrng everythmg, IS only $30 for the first year, and $10 per year 
thereafter, !rather than. the fees of hundreds of dollars typical for this area). 
It takes t1me to convmce some people that our service would do more for them 
than they can do for the~selve~. (Logically this should be obvious, provided we 
have_ a la_rge '!lembersh1p.) W1th normal ways of meeting people, satisfying 
relat1onsh1ps Will develop only for the fortunate few. (Consider the number of ter· 
minated relationships.) 
Thu.s we have provide~ an opportunity for efficient, intelligent dating, basically 
matc~mg epople w.ho sa~1sfy ~ach others' needs and desires, (allowing the greatest 
ha ppmess 10 relat1onsh1ps w1th the least cost in time and money in establishing 
them.) . · 
• Our cost 1s exceptionally low -$30 for the lirst 1ear and $10 per year thereafter. (No lower thai we know oQ. 
• We have spent a year w1th ~uch professional assiStance to create a highly efficient and valid matching sysll!m. The 
whole 1dea 1s NOT to supply dates to lonely people (who may be lonely lor good reason?), but m provide tile chlnce to meet 
many people desuable to each applicant (wh1ch would be statistically nearly impossible by "conventional" waysol meeting 
people). 
• Th1s matching is made possible by a complex questionnaire and a su1table personality inventory which allows each 
applicant to be asstr~ngent or exactm_g 1n requuements lor a prospective partner. as dP.suP.d This means euclly whit it 
says. Referrals t.o people not mntm& the requuemtnts of nch applicant limply won'l occur. 
• We supp~ With our detailed referrals (supplying many pertinent details) two pictures of each prospective partner onn 
portrait and the other a full (standing) Picture to eliminate m1srepresenllt1ons of height and weight and to provide the 
necessary mformat1on ol "what the person looks like." ' 
• We further require personal interviews of all applicants to better ensure honesty of responses to questionnaire and per· 
sonahty Inventory data. · 
• Two thirds refund of initial lee is returned to any applicant not salislied with our service, within the lirsteight months ol 
use of the service. · 
0 We have a very.access1ble loCillon, .located in the luge, while off1ce buildings of Executive Park at lhe intersection oil· 
275 and Route 42 (the Mason-Sharonville eXIt). . 
. . Our procedure for members~ip is as follows: All you need do is supply your name, address 
and pho~e numbe~, and 1nd1cate t~at you wish to have us send you the forms. We send you· 
our de.~ lied questronnarre along w1th the psychological inventory and let you evaluate our 
. capab1hty yourself. If you·wlsh to become a subscriber, you should fill in the information on 
the automatrcally·scored answer sheets, and mail them back to us in the.stamped self· 
addressed envelope. (lf,vou do not use them, you ~hould return them to us.) . ' 
Phone us for further rnformatron. l!here IS noobhgatron, a.s was mentioned.) All calls are 
treateo contrdenlrally. II you call durrng non·offrce hours, we will return your call . 
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Tallmadge to _head ~ 
Manresa prograrif i. 
s, MAR\' A~!'\ on:snt.:R 
Managing Editor 
"Each year of college presents its 
own sense of urgency." states Xavier 
junior Jim Tallmadge. What Jim 
.. proposes as a means of combating 
.. this anxietv is involvement in the 
Manresa program. instituted at 
· . Xavier several years ago as a type of 
. __ . c;JTie.ntation program for .. incoming 
.... freshmen. Tallmadge, a .psychology 
.major. will serve as ·the director for 
... ~he 13th Manresa program. this up-
coming fall semester, September 10-
13. 
The Manresa program takes its 
name and point of departure from a 
Spanish town where St. Ignatius 
· went for meditation while seeking 
·his future direction. The basic thrust 
of the program, then, according to 
Tallmadge, is a balance between the 
Christian and social aspects of per-
. sonal and university life. Jim ex-
plained that the four-day program 
. focuses its attention on several areas 
including the self as self, the self with 
others, and the self with Christ and 
Christianity, fitting all of these 
aspects into the Christian context 
which a Catholic university assumes. 
"The Manresa program confronts 
the individual with the opportunity 
to re-examine his Christian values," 
Tallmadge stated. He went on to 
emphasize, however. that the 
program also affords ample oppor-
tunity for the freshmen to acquaint 
themselves with the physical en-
virons of the campus and to orient 
themselves to a university social at-
mosphere. And of course, Jim 
pointed out, there is the added ad-
vantage that all of this self-
evaluation is taking place without 
.the academic pressures which ac-
company the onset of classes. 
Jim also stressed the benefits for 
the .upper'classmen involving 
themselves with .the program. He 
sees the program as a chance tore-
evaluate one's outlook on 
Christianity and take time for in-
trospection, as well as an opportuni-
ty to re-establish ties at Xavier after a 
summer's absence. A meeting will be 
held on Friday, May 2, at 2:00p.m . 
at the Pied Piper for all those in-
terested in working with the 
program. Jim urged all interested 
persons to contact him with their 
questions at 745-3179, or Kuhlman 
Hall 118, but especially those in-
terested but unable to attend 
Friday's meeting. 
Sophomore Jim Tallmadge has been &p'JK»Ir•ted 
Manreaa Program of Xavier University. 
Senate meeting news 
Two amendments to 
constitutidn passed 
By RAY LEBOWS,KI 
Newt 51111 Writer 
Four proposed constitutional 
amendments submitted by Bruce 
Foley were the main subject of 
Senate's April 23 meeting. The first 
amendment clarified clauses concer-
ning the number of seats one person 
can hold. The proposal, .which ex-
pressly states that a student can hold 
only one elected office (and/ or any 
number of appointed positions), was 
passed without much discussion, to-
l-l. 
The next proposal, to double the 
Student Government President's 
discretionary Fund from $500 to 
$1000, met with objections. Rich 
Russo noted the problems already 
occurring with the current amount, 
citing the number of groups appeal-
ing to Mr. McCaffrey when other 
sources of money had rejected them. · 
Vice President Pam Rolandelli and 
. President Mike McCaffrey both ad-
mitted that when the $500 is ex-
hausted, the Student Financial 
Board can replenish it easily. The 
proposed amendment failed, 1-11-0. 
The third proposal, to create a 
Senate Discretionary Fund, of 
variable amount, was heavily 
debated. Many senators objected on 
the grounds of creating yet another 
source of funds (there are five 
already) for student groups, without 
any increase in av!lilable amounts. 
After reducing the proposed amount 
from $1000 to $400. objections were 
still raised. Tom Madigan noted that 
if changes in the SFB were made (as 
all three presidential tickets agreed 
were necessary), the fund would not 
be needed. Roley suggested that the 
funds could be allocated only for of-
' uursd1y, M1y 1, 1975 
fice expenses, if Senate so desired. 
However, neither he, McCaffrey, 
Rolandelli, nor secretary Mimi Henz 
could say what Student 
Government's annual office ex-
penses were. Foley didn't want the 
issue left to a "new, inexperienced 
Senate," while Pres. McCaffrey urg-
ed the senators to leave it to the new 
Senate, rather than tie their 
successors down. Despite Foley's 
rider calling for review of the 
amount next April, the proposal 
failed, 8-3-2, due to lack of the two-
thirds approval necessary for 
amendments. 
Senate approved the ·fourth 
amendment, requiring that senators 
have continuou.~ access to the Stu-
dent Government office, 12-0-0. 
Fonner senator Mike Quinn ask-
ed Senate to ask the Publications 
Board to look into the methods and 
timing of the XU News endorsement 
of the Peter hans-Younger presiden-
tial ticket. He questioned the right of 
the News to endorse anybody. 
· Quinn also commented on the 
Zoo U. News· derogation of the 
Bauer and Wollard tickets, noting 
the similarity to the supposedly-
opposite XU News and the connec-
tion of the Peterhans workers and 
the Zoo staff. Some senators felt the 
cost of the Zoo U should be an of-
ficial expense of the Peterhans 
ticket. Tom Walters presented a two-
part motion: first, that the 
Publications Board ask why the 
Xavier News editorial page was not 
identified as such; and second, why 
the platforms were given no splice. 
After Bruce Folev's motion to tllble 
failed 3-6:3, the motion passed. 10-0-
3. 
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For those with a keen eye, even the most common scene on Xavier's campus offeres Interesting viewpoints. 
£ilies 
ol tile lield 
weare 
aot ... 
Remember the lilies of the Bible? They toiled not. Neither did 
they spin. As Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor we toil for the 
young as well as the old, for the acute as well as the cronically 
ill and we care not for· their race or religion for all are of the 
kingdom of God. Our feet carry us .along busy streets, up and 
down tenement stairs, in and out of homes Where illness, ignor-
ance discouragement and despair are sometimes permanent 
guests. Nursing, counseling,. helping to keep families together 
in their homes as one 
loving unit. 
Our Mission is to the 
poor, but to a special 
category of the poor: 
the sick. There are 
many ways for you to 
serve the poor and the 
sick. We welcome you 
to ... "Come and see." 
r-------------------~-----
Oomlnlc~n SIStERS Of th€ SICk POOR 
2335 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219 
Dear Sister, 
1 would like to know more about the opportunities you 
offer for sharing in your work. I understand there is no 
obligation. 
Name ________________________________ _ 
Address----------------------------





Summertilne at the Link. Complex 
POOL MEMBERSHIPS - May thru Sept., open 7 days week- $25.00. Applications 
now available. For X.U. Dorm Stud~nts, Staff, Faculty. 
MANOR HOUSE:- now rese,.Ying for Summe~~sessions :..,__ le53 ledgewood Drive· 
air con'ditioned, t:arpet~d~ beautifully fuf61S.hed' efficierides for one or 
two- tile showers and baths, kitchens, all utensils ... parking and pool. 
THE VILLA -Residence of Sisters & Nuns. Private rooms, air conditioned, available for 
summer. Pool,. kitchen,.lV etc. Call Sr. Ruth Graf, 351-8925 or Mrs. Butler, 531-0415. 
. Ledgewood at Victory Pai'ky, Cin., 45207. 
THE FRATERNITY .HOUSE- r:ooms available for summer. Air cond., parking, pool, 
. · ~itchens~ Dana at Ledgewood, Cinti·.-0. 45207. Call 631-6658. Men students. . 
THE LINKSHIRE- apt 8, Mr; Jay Ghaffari, 3844 Victory Prky, Cin., Ohio 45207. phone 
631-2043. Single or double rooms for summer; air cond, 1V, kitchen, pool, parking. 
Men students. Prefer graduates. 
ALL ROOMS, SUITES 'AND APARTMENTS 2 MINUTES, ADJOINING 
·THE XU CAMPUS. . 
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE 
From Dr. Link or Caretaker- Mr. Schulte- Basement, University Apts. 
Phone: 631-8764 
.,~.~J.az,z: festival· at ·Ri-verfront 
:\~~~\~~~~ ~nnuai Ohi~ Valley Ohio Players, The Temptations, the 
KOOL Jazz Festival will be held Fri~ Stylistics, B.B. King, McCoy Tyner, 
day~iind Saturday, July 4 an~ 5 at the and Bobbi Humphrey. 
Cihcinnati' Riverfront StadiUm. An 
affiliation has been formed with The' giant .closed-circuit TV 
. KOOL cigarettes, keeping ticket screens will be expanded to six this 
prices down: in return for con- . year, and the sound system enlarged 
siderable advertising. · · · · · to provide 360° sound reproduction. 
Performing ·this· year -at the Limited·field seats priced at SIOwill 
Festival are: · be available both nights, with other 
Friday; July 4, at 8 p.m·.:__the Isley tickets priced at $8. 75, $7. 15, $6. 15, 
Brothers, Harold Melfin and the and $5. 15. All seats are reserved. 
Blue 'Notes, The Spinners, Ramsey Tickets go on sale. about May 1st at 
Lewis, Freddie Hubbard, and Gato Riverfront Stadium, the Communi-
Barbieri. ty Ticket Office, and most Ticketron 
Saturday, july 5, 8 p.m.-the outlets. 
Cincy .;s cel1ter· 
for folk. and jazz 
A very strange situation exis.ts on 
the local pop music scene in this 
town. The level of creativity of Cin-
cinnati's rock bands has· declined 
along with that of rock in general, 
while jazz is enjoying a much deserv-
ed surge in talent and popularity. 
Both musical forms offer their 
respective musicians ample efforts. 
One local musical community, 
however, though probably at its 
highest aesthetic level in years, suf-
. fer.i· from a lack of opportunity to 
show its stu{f and be rewarded for its 
efforts. Cincinnati's folk musicians 
are•• plentiful and vastly talented. 
Few, however, are able to make 
inuch of, ·a.: living from their art 
without making great compromises 
to what is particularly trendy at a 
given time. Opportunities to vlay 
abound in this town; open-mike 
situations which pay little if 
anything. Some of Cincinnati's best 
folkies, most notably Walter Craft 
and Arne Brav, have for the most· 
part abandoned the search for local 
work, and have begun searching 
· almost exclusively for out-of-town 
gigs. 
.. 
most professional 'of any' of the 
creative folk musicians;· ~tteath the . 
casualness, the leeringjol, etc., lies 
a keen sense · of timi and an 
awareness of his audien e. A broad c 
repertoire-often blues· hailed; but 
extending to soft ballads-fluid · 
guitar style, ·deep 1aud powerful 
vocals, and a massive, almost forbid-
ding physical prese,bce on stage add 
to what must be IW calculated effect 
on the audience; at times grossly 
entertaining, at times almost distur-
bing. He regularly performs at 
Fountain Wine Qllars on Thursday 
nights, and ·is sQmetimes joined. by 
Arne Brav on g,Uitar. Brav often sits 
in with many of the local folk 
singers, and is always a welcome. 
addition, as he is one of the finest 
folk guitarists in the area. His forte is. 
fingerpicked ragtimey numbers, and 
few performances by anyone in town 
match his version of Eric Andersen's. 
"Hello Sun." His voice, thinner than 
Craft's and with a trace of an East · 
Coast accent, is pleasingly plaintive, 
and . his delivery includes a 
characferistically irreverent sense of 
·humor. 
Such a situation is.quite sad, for 
thetalentofthelocalpickersfar:sur- The team of·Jim Lippand Rick 
passes the popularity, they currently , Lisak bas also been around for a 
enjoy. There is the potential in Cin- .while, and though they have recently .. 
cinnati for a vibrant, exCiting, and split, both now gig on their own, and. 
varied folk scene, although its arc well worth hearing. They are ac-
development has taken several complished songwriters...:..Lisak a bit 
beatings in the past few years. Two funkier, ,Lipp,can be foundoften at 
of the town's most notable folk bars, the Lakewood Tavern on weekends. 
The Family Owl in Clifton· arid Lipp ~olds down: Tuesday nights at 
Mahogany Hal.l's Bistro in Mt .. the Wme Cellar. . 
Adams have in that time changed · Lady Grace, that is, Bess Ander-
their formats-The Owl to jazz and sonandThereseEdell,playadistinc-
The Bistro to being an adjunct to tive. brand of feminist folk:rock, es-. 
the.restaurant upstairs-and many pecmlly notable for Edell s strong . 
new small bars and coffeehouses ·contralto vocals. Though not on the 
havebeensetupstrictlyasjazzclubs. sceneasa group for very long! .. 
There are . some hopt>ful signs, they~ve played many of the local folk .· 
though, that folk may be making a haunts and their gigs iue well 
resurgence. The Owl has reinstated. it publicized. in advance, so it's hard to .. 
on a part time basis, although at this miss them. · . . ., 
point, crowds are often sparse, and ~ore. :traditional types' of fo~k '· 
there are rumors of The Bistro mus1c are also well represented m · 
reopening to musicians. Several these parts. English ballads are mix- . 
groups offolk aficionados, and often ed with more pop-orienied material ;_ 
the musicians · themselves,·· have and originals by Betsy Lippet, who ... 
taken· the':: initiative to open. other delivers .them in ·a style somewhat~· 
halls aridtCiubs io the music.- The reminiscient. of Joni ·Mitchell only~.; 
longest startding example; ofcourse, (thankfully) much earthier. She is ani~ 
is' the Qtieeit City Baliadeers and adept violinist as. well as guitarist,; 
their Leo· coffeehouse on Suit- and is a joy to hear either solo or with · 
day nights at UC's YMCA. More re- her group, Elberon. One ofthe niore ;! 
cent efforts include the Sunday after-·. steadily-working musicians on the ~~ 
noon crafts fairs at the Renaissance scene,. she plays at the Fountain ~: 
downtown, and the Dill Pickle Club Wine',Cellar on Sunday night, the ; 
at the Fountain Wine cellars, also Blind: Lemon Mondays, and with:.; 
on Sunday afternoon. Both weekly Elbero·n . at the Renaissance;~ 
events are open to all agesi the· crafts Wednesdays. Traditional ballads :~ 
fair has the attraction.of being'free, also ·play a large part in the reper- ;; 
while the Dill Pickle offer~·the"in- toire,,9fD!lve Pinson and AI Curry.:;. 
tim ate atmOsphere . of . 'tile ~·wine Pi~on;;J}~ing front West Virginia, is :.; 
Cellar and is expressly. phirined with. very· ·well7versed in the .'tore. of the ':: 
the music in mind. Many oft he ot.her ballads,· and is one of the premier :. 
well known small bars and clubs guitarists in town. AI Curry's :" 
such as . the Blind Lemon· and Grenwich Village folkstyled tenor :; 
Some body's Basement in . Mt. voice adds range to Pinson's picking. ': 
Adams, and Crow's Too and Zino's Their ·'selections go far beyond~: 
in Clifton often .. feature · folk ballads, though, ranging from Dylan · 
musicians, though since these places and Gordon Lightfoot to Doc Wat- · 
often have tocatertoaclientele(and son. the Delmore Brothers, Woody ·· 
sometimes a management) ·with Guthrie •. ·-and Curry's own com- · 
more standardized tastes, the result positions. 
is.folk muzak.'as uften as folk music. 
Our own · Pied' Pi per deserves men-
tioning as a place becoming known 
for an atmosphere that is congenial 
to audience and musicians alike. 
The aforementioned Walter Craft 
· h·as been a leader on the folk scene 
· for several years. He is probably the 
Together. th~y > M~ the Dill 
Pickle Club, and occasionally play 
regular gigs at the Wine Cellar. Pin-
son also solos at UC's United Chris-
tian . Ministry Back Door 
Coffeehouse. 
- Dennv Buc~ 
XaviiHNewl 
Woman: painful and challenging 
Mabel l,,,nghetti .. (Gena 
Rowlands) is a blue:.Collar wife. not 
Italian by birth. whoenthusiasticaily 
has adopted from her husband's 
hu\!kground the gestures and ex-
pressions which suit her. She has in 
fact adopted everything about her 
husband. cooking marathon 
spaghetti breakfasts when at dawn 
'he. without notice. brinp home the . 
do1.en or so guys on his repair crew, 
which. one might guess. is only one 
example of Nick Longhetti's (Peter 
Falk) all-pervading insensitivity. 
However. not all sits so well as the 
gestures do. and Mabel. after some 
years of marriage. slips over the edge, 
no · longer. behaving as Mabel 
Longhetti ought. but as Mabel 
would-a very basic Mabel. one un-. 
seen sirice childhood. 
A Woman Under the lrifluence 
opens the night the years Qf conflict 
a review 
· bet ween herself and her role 
·finally resolve themselves by driving 
her crazy. Mabel. of course, is only· 
technically crazy, merely losing a lot 
text of ordinary movie-maki.ng. It is 
a mercilessly subjective psych-
ological portrait designed to take 
u.~ out of "ur everyday frame of 
. reference. slice away our defenses 
and expose us to every assault Mabel 
faces. 
Cassavetes does this in several 
ways. He cuts to scenes suddenly and 
without warning. to locations that 
have a disorienting effect upon the 
audience - a traffic:ky street in a 
close to ours. it is as if we were her 
lover. Shards of mindlessly vicious 
dialogue knife into us along with 
Mabel. as we watch her eyes: lines of 
epic: tactlessness fall like anvils on 
our shoulders. 
This closeness could only be 
carried off by superb acting. and it is. 
Rowlands deserves innumerable <>s-
cars for this one performance. It is 
almost unimaginable how anyone 
could act so intense and difficult a 
dress. hair too-carefully nipped: her 
eyes are cast to the floor. her hands 
still, The real Mabel resurrects for a 
moment. in horror of living out her 
life like this. as she races into the 
bathroom, attempts to slash her 
wrists and only succeeds in slicing up 
one hand. As the film ends, she goes 
dociley about tucking the children 
into bed, matter-of-factly clenching 
her bloody fist. 
The two main themes of the film 
·1!, 
.\'.-· 
of social taboos. She picks up a· 
stranger at a bar and brings him 
home. ·She is too nice to her 
husband's friends, telling them 
they're beautiful, asking. them to 
dance. She has a party for the kids,· 
dancing Swan Llike with them. send~. 
ing them upstairs to.· .costume 
themselves any way they wish; the 
Gena Rowlands playa the title role In "A Woman Under the Influence." 
kids immediately get naked, and depressingly commercial district, for 
Nick and his mother come home into example, or a great, slaggy quarry 
the middle of it and stamp the in- where humans are dwarfed. Also, 
nocence "perversion." All her the entire film is shot in com-
letting-down of barriers has been a paratively dim light- indoors with 
child-like openness coupled with a drawn blinds: outside, in an overcast 
discomfiting insight, . but everyone or a milky sunshine. People gather in 
about her labels it sexual. lt is they living and dining rooms with flat, 
who are warped, crazy; Mabel who is unattractive. lighting, heightening 
sensitive and beautiful finally is Woman's grimness. 
destroyed by them. Primarily and overwhelmingly, 
This, of coune. could all have been Cassavetes uses close-ups. People, 
quite trite; ~xc~pt for John oftenfaces.conatantlyfillthescreen. 
. Cauavetes' conception. writing and . at such intimate range that one 
. direction: A. Woman Undfr t#w In- ~runches back in o.nc's scat. all sense 
·: fturnce cannot be taken in the con- of· personal territory violated 
.------------------- . J•o~ibly. Mabel's face is so often so 
._ BEJVDB ClfiLDRBN'S 
RBSBARCHHOSPJTAL 
role, in such detail, with such in-
dividuality. There are two Mabels: 
"crazy" Mabel, slouching about in 
knee-length caftans. hair piled 
carelessly back of her head. running 
with the awkward wide-hipped 
energy of a perennially frantic 
mother. She twitches psychotically, 
a subtle paranoia in her manner as 
. she mutters to herself and tries, too 
hard. to ·be normal. The night she is 
committed. Mabel is driven by those 
. around her to a state of animal pan-
ic, eyes wide as she seems to snap at 
· her captors. Returning home six 
months later. the "cured" Mabel has 
lc;»st all vital.ity, clad .in a .. tasteless 
are the quiet subjection of women, 
and human insensitivity. Mabel has 
channeled all her force and per-
sonality into an acceptable eccen·. 
tricity which sometimes annoys and 
therefore titillates her husband. 
Everyone about her laughs affec-
tionately at her quirks and candor, 
toleating or· defending Mabel's oddi· 
ty on the. ground that she is a good 
wife and· mother despite it all, that 
her children will not suffer unduly 
from her little nonconformities . 
When Mabel loses her taboos, and 
makes them uncomfortable, the 
HBLPING CHILDREN· 
Please help US· 
Send contributions to:· MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101 
;·' 
-------- ----- -- --~--
ROBERT DURBAN, '42 
ADRIAN FLOWER SHOP. 
CLIFTON 'AVENUE AT LUDLC)W 
Phone: 861-4232 
DURBAN'S · GREENHOUSES 
"Flower.s For All Occasions" 
S33 McALPIN A VENUE 
Phone: 861·7866 
·rhurlday, May 1, 1375 
I 
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Xevler'a Rugby team ahowa fine form and typical action In their 14-0 defut over the C_leveland llu ... 
Ruggers .stand at 5-3: 
three games remaining 
By JIM DONLIN 
Newa St•H WrHer 
Saturday, April 19, the Xavier 
Rugby Club traveled to Oxford, 
Ohio, to play the Miami Redskins. 
. The outcome of the game was a 7-0 
loss: Even though the Ruggers were 
defeated, they held their own against 
an experienced Miami club. 
Last Saturday, however, Xayier. 
regained their poise and defeated the 
Cleveland Blues, 14-0. The 
Muskies dominated play from the 
start and, with only five minutes _ex-. 
pired, John McGoff score~ the 
game's first try, with Dave Birkett · 
adding the conversion. Moments 
later, Steve Rhode scored on a fif-
teen yard run. The conversion failed . 
·and Xavier led 10-0. The second · 
half produced one more try "for 
Xavier as Brian Brimelow,'player-
coach, scored. With the conversion 
attempt wide to the left, the score 
stood at 14-0. 
.. ·.Xavier is now 5-3 for the season, 
whh thr~ games remaining. Friday, 
May 2, Xavier willface Queen City;. 
Then, a.game·the players have been 
waiting for all season will be with 
crosstown rival, University of Cin-
cinnati, on Wednesday, May 7. The 
last game of the season will be played 
on May 17 against another area 
team, the Cincinnati CVLUB. 
The Ruggers would like to thank 
tne fans for their support and ask for 
their continued enthusiasm for the 





Garry Whitfield, a 6'1" guard 
who was the State of Alabama's 
most valuable junior college 
player last season at Brewer State JC 
in Fayette; has= signed a national 
letter~;of intent to play basketball at 
Xavier· University, Musketeer head 
coach Tay Baker has announced. 
As a junior college transfer, Whit-
field will be eligible immediately for 
varsity play at Xavier for two years 
of competition. 
How I unfooledmyself 
about beer. 
1:,_ 
Whitfield, who received junior 
colle8e ali-America,n honorable 
mention, set a: new individual scor-
ing . record for . Alabama. junior . 
colleges with a 28.1 average during 
the 1974-75 season and led his team 
to the semi-finals of the AJCC 
basketball tournament. He hit on 54 
percen~ of his field goal attem pi!! and 
75 percent onus free throw. tries, 
making 309 .of a phenomenal 411 (A True Sto..Y by Jini'Sc~ft) ' 
Scott: "The Burger people were talk-
ing to me about doing a commercial 
about Burger." (Burger? I'd tried . 
it several years ago - a good local 
brew, but nothing to get excited 
about.) 
Burger: "How about doing one where 
you compare Burger and Coors ... ?" 
Scott: (Silently -"They've got to be 
kidding.") · 
Burger: " ... You'd just shut·your · 
eyes and tell us which beer tasted · 
zingier ... " 
Scott: "You've ·really got a good 
beer, but couldn't w~ compare it·with 
Bud or Strohs?" 
Burger: "Your favorite beer is Coors, 
right?". 
Scott: "Well, Coors is Coors, inan." 
Burger: "So we want you to compare 
. Burger with your favorite beer." 
Scott: "OK - but I think you're . 
· kidding yourself." 
Burger: "Look; Scott, just go home 
and try your own blindfold test and · 
tell us what you· think." 
Scott: (Fool) "It's a deal!" 
(End of meeting) 
Scott: "You're not going to believe 
the results of my test unless you try 
it yourself. Shut your eyes and 
compare Burger with your favorite 




low laett• than ever. 
tOsses. ·.. · · · 
As a freshman at Brewer State, 
Whitfield _scored 21.5- points . per 
. , game. His junior college career high 
game was 50 points against Laman-
Hannon Ju'lior College;· - · 
Whitfield is a graduate of Holt 
High School·in Tuscaloosa, Ala. He 
will enr91l in Xavier's C()llege of Arts 
aitd Sciences. 
College Night 
CINCINNATI, Ohio - The ex-
citing sounds of Ben E. King and the 
explosive action of Cincinnati Reds 
basebaU will highlight the annual 
College Night game on ·Saturday, 
May 3, when the Reds meet the 
Atlanta Braves. Game time is 7:00 
p,m. and. coUegians may purchase 
regular $3, 50 reserved seats for only· 
$2.00.. ·. . 
King, one of the aU-time greats of 
rhyttUn and ~lue8, will provide the . 
pre-game entertainment beginning 
at 6:15 p.m. He first rose. to 
prominence as a member 'of the 
Drifters with such tiits as "There 
· Gaes My Baby, .. "Save The Last 
Dance For Me" and "StandBy Me." 
King is currently on the charts with 
his. newest hit, "Supernatural 
Thing." . 
.. .The· ·Braves surprised many 
veteran baseball observers with their 
third place· finish in the National 
League West last year. The Atlan-
.tans of Clyde King finishedwitb t~e 
· same record as Eastern Division 
winner Pittsburgh. 
Dusty Baker and Darrell Evans 
provide the offensive fireworks while 
Buzz Capra, last year's ERAchamp. 
· · and. 20-game·. winner Phil Niekro 
head the pitching staff. · 
·.PIPER 
Cb.FFEEHOUSE 
SATURDAY, MAY 3 
FREE ADMISSION . 
FREE REFRESHM.ENTS · 
LIVE· ENTERTAINM~NT·· 
NBA playoff games a joke 
At 1 his tim~. of the ye:tr. then: :tre 
so many playoff gumes laking place 
in so many different leagues. it"s hard 
for Howard C'osellto keep straight 
who is exactly· playing wl)o. and how 
soon that series will he over. And as 
Ill\' Dad sa\'s over und over. "Who 
ra.res'!" Tak~ the Midwest di\'ision of 
the Western Conference in the NBA. 
If 11.11 .n.ame of the divi~i~J~·.w~sn't 
ronlu~mg enough. the dtvtsro·n race 
and phyoffs had to take the pla~e. 
For s1 ne !C! games. Chicago. KC'-
ori~aha Detroit and. Milwaukee 
fight fo first place. And for what'! 
The onl · team in the crazy league 
tliai did :unake the playoffs was the 
Milwauk e Bucks. In all. IOofthe 18 
NBA sq · ds qualified t'or the great 
playoffs. · "What's I he purpose." I 
keep asking myself. lfeverybody is 
going to make the playoffs at.the end 
of the season anyway. why even have 
a season'! Let's just skip the regular 
slop. and that's what it is, and start in 
October with the NBA playoffs. As it 
turned out; the two "wild ~ard" 
teams. the Detroit Pistons and teh 
New York Knieks. both qualified 
with sub .500 records. That's really 
super. I can remember back when I 
wasjustlearningtowalk, whe~;~ mak-
ing the playoffs was a distinction and 
an honor. It's too bad the Pistons or 
Knicks couldn't go all the way. It 
would haw made 1 he clowns 1 hat 
devised this tinker-tm· svstem look 
like real geniuses. · : 
The only person who deserves a 
real tip of 1 he hat in the NBA is KC-
Omaha coach Phil Johnson. Who 
would have ever thought that the 
Kings were playoff timher wjth a 
lineup of Nate Archibald . .limmv 
Walker. Scoll Wedman. Larry 
Mc;Neill. and Sam L:tcey'! Why. the 
last time· I saw Litcey playattheG:tr-
·dens .. he was clearly in a state of 
r.igor mortis. But it was "Siami n' 
Sam" L:tcey who turned t·he 
franchise around. The all-star center 
H ppc:tred on 1 he Rookie-of-t he-Y car 
Ballot. l.arrv McNeill started the 
season tlll the heneh hchind Ron 
Behagen. hut eventually' won the 
starting role. Behagen sank IM shots 
in a row. in hts first two play-off 
games against Chicago. And then. of 
course. there was Mr. Everything. 
Nate Archibald. who sank 24 a game. 
But it was Phil Johnson who united 
them into one .c.ohesive unit. 
Yes. the Kings 'were beaten four 
games to two by the Chicago Bulls. 
But what could you expect from a 
team who hadn't seen playoff e~-
Ush on Sports 
Xavier News sports column 
finished third in rebounds, and 
eighth in blocked shots. Jimmy 
Walker, the 27-year-old vet, threw 
his moody reputation out the win-
dow. and punrped in close to 20 
points per game. Scott Wedman 
-·ca!J1e out of Colorado as an un-
known, but his name quickly . 
.. · 
perience since 1966'? Besides. who 
would have figured that Chicago's 
Tom Boerwinkle would finally 
decide to come out of his coma 
again.~! KC-Omaha, and play up to 
his 1968 expectations? Thanks, 
Kings; for making one NBA race a 
bit topsy-turvy this year. · · 
In. search of a c·onJerence 
. . . 
By BOONE KIRKMAN . 
Xevler Newa Stilt Writer 
have had a rough time s'urviving. · · · began hedging and would not tal~ in 
Only those independents who concrete terms. 
have something extra going for McCafferty said. that "St. Louis 
At the present time, Xavier Un- them. for example a "Notre Dame" decided to compete against teams 
iversity's Athletic D~partment is try- . with its tradition, name and money, already on their schedule." So the 
ing to involve the sch~ol in an inter- have been able to be successful. And chance for a conference seemed once 
collegiate conference. Ever since in- now that the financial squeeze is on ·again to have died, this beingthesix-
tercollegiate · athletics came to .for intercollegiate athletic programs th attempt to start- one at XU since · 
Xavier. the school has been an in;. all over. the .nation, it is· harder and .the 1962-63 season. · 
dependent, having dec~ded not to af- harder to hold out as an indepen~ ·After this, thQugh, ~~Cafferty 
filiate themselves with any con- dent. · 'sent letters to severi schools~ some of 
ference. . · .. · . . · . Up to last week, it had l~oked like which were also interested in St. 
But it seems that the tim!=. f~r in-:· ' xavier might· be involved· in a con, .·Louis' attempted .conference. He 
dependents is quickly passing. Since . ference as early· as next year: James 'hopes to have a meeting of· these 
the NCAA's inc~ption! its primary McCafferty, Xavier Athletic Direc- schools at Xavier in the near future 
task has beeJ1 to briiig the''differerit tor, .'relates that up until last week, ,to talk abotit forming a conference 
conferencdthrougimutthecountry St.. Loui.s University was oftheirown. 
together. And of course, in concen- spearheading a conference and XU " The seven teams he· contacted 
trating their efforts on. the con- would hav.e been one ofth~; teams in- ·were: Dayton, DePaul, Detroit,-
ferences, the independent schools valved .. But last week, St. Louis Conference to page 8 
reds baseball • ·• • college nita •• •· and 




SAT., MAY 3 ••• 7:00 
RIVERFRONT STADIUM 
Cincinnati 
. BARGAIN 'PRICE FOR COLLEGIANS 
College ·students and dates get 
·$3.50 seats for ONLY $2.00 
The fabulous Ben E .. King and· his group will provide. College 
Nite entertainment· before the game. Hear his current hit "-$up.er~· 
natural. Thing/' plus ·oldh~s Uke "Spanish Harlem" and "Stand 
By Me." PRE-GAM.E SHOW: 6:15· PM ,. 
. ACT.ION AT RIVERFRONT 
Fri., •• , 2 Braves 8:05 Tue~, Mai:'& Padres 8:05 
Sat., May 3 Braves 7:00 Wed~, May_:7 ·.·Padres 12:30 
. · (College Nlte) (Builneamen's Special) 
Sun., May 4 - Braves · 2:15 
· · (Bat Day) Thu., •• , 8 Padr11 8:05-
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW.' .. downtown at 580 Walnut and Stadium; Burkhardt's in Tri-County, Beechmont. Hyde 
Parj(, ·Kenwood and Northgate; Home ~ederal Savings in Wester_n Hills. Or get-tickets ni~ht of ~.a me at Riverfront 
Stadium. · · · -
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HYDE PARK SQUARE 
NOW RENTING 
·Air Conditioned Apartments for the 
Summer. 
You Can Rent From.June 1st. to'September 1st. 
Also Renting fo.r Fall and Winter Semesters 
F.urriished or unfurnished one bedroom, 
living room - dinette ... Free Parking .... 
Laundry Room .. 3 minute walk to Xavier 
Campus. 
Rentals from. $1060°- $12600 monthly 
. OXFORD APARTMENTS 
1005Dana Ave. 
See or ca·ll Man11g~r, Don Hawkins.: Apt 73 at 1007 
Dana Ave. - Phone 221-1164 or call Mr~ Eric Bose, 
231-2844 
FlY= 
·out of every ttire~ Marine Corps officers -
is in aviation. And we're looking for more 
good men to join them. Men who will fly some 
of the world's most exciting aircraft, as 
members of the world.'s finest air-ground 
team. If you're in college now, look into our 
PLC-Aviation.program: There's no better . iiilrarted • 
Starting pay $9600-12,000 (over $17,400 after5 
years) 
·Summer training only while in school. The. 
chance for up to $2700 in financial assistance. 
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Conference 
from page 7 
l.oyolu. Creighton. Butler. and 
Evansville. McCafferty has already 
received a reply from (icorge Ireland 
of Loyola who had long been against 
coming into a conference in his. 
coaching days. 
· Mc('uflerty feels that for a man 
like Ireland to talk about a eon-
lcrenc.:e after having been opposed to 
it for so long as a coach shows his 
change oft hought now that he is an 
athletic director and has to worry 
about more than just coaching. 
Many benefits can he derived 
from involvement in a conference. 
one of the most important being that 
conference teams, particularly the 
champion ones. receive greater 
recognition. A conference champ 
automatically receives a NCAA 
tournament berth. "It's a must in in-
tercollegiate athletics now," Mc-
Cafferty strongly stated. The finan-
cial end of athletics is very important 
to him. "In the. past. UC would never 
have enough ticket takers·--people 
argued that UC wouldalwaysselloul 
in basketball. I said they wouldn't, 
the pendulum swings. Now they 
haven't had a sellout in the last six 
years," he concluded. 
The affiliation with the conference 
would hopefully stimulate interest 
right down to the last game of the 
season. This continued interest 
would in turn cause more money to 
come into the University athletics. 
Also, McCafferty is talking with 
the head ofTV-5Sports Inc .• Eddie 
Einkom, who got his start in the TV 
business television games at XU, and 
who now feels that a TV deal could 
be worked out. It is difficult as an in-
dependent to get TV coverage unless 
a school does have the sports stature 
of a "Notre Dame." 
"Our conference would not only 
be a basketball conference," Mc-
Cafferty went on to say, "but it 
would also involve a tournament in 
all other sports, including womens' 
sports." The winner of conference 
tournaments, as long as there are a 
minimum of six teams, would 
automatically rec:ieve an NCAA 
tournament berch. 
Jt is important to note that several 
years ago there was some discussion 
of XU entering a conference of Ohio 
colleges, including, among others, 
Ashland. Youngstown. and Dayton. 
Xavier's football team would have 
participated in this conference. but it 
too never went beyond the "talking~· 
stage. 
So with the old adage in mind, 
"united we stand. divided we fall." 
XU will put all of its energies into 
finding a conference. "It is very im-
portant for Xavier," McCafferty 
noted. and added that 1-'r. Mulligan 
has done much to support lll'ld 
facilitate discussion with other 
schools concerning formulation of a 
conference. 
Earlier this year, Xavier's Athletic 
Board aL'Io unanimously endorsed 
McCafferty's attempts to get a con-
ference started. If and when the con-
ference does come about, there is a 
good possibility that "conference 
basketball games" will be held at the 
new Cincinnati Gardens. 









. llil 9:00A.M. 
Music and D.J. 's 
provided by WUX_U-FM 
1:11 , ••• 
CltLEIE IF IIIII 
ST. .IISEPI TIUTIE 
Tickets S&.OO Ill .. ats merwtd 
Call 244-4723. between 8:30 a.m. and noon for 
info,rmation~ ~or- ·mail_ check. · payable to College -•- of 
Mount St. Joseph with stamped, self·addressed 
envelope to: Jazz Concert, CMSJ, Mount St. Joseph, 
Ohio45051. 
' ,_. bHefit Vincent OriMdo Scholel'lhlp Fund · 
Service wit~ a s11ile _for 
9-lovi•l years. 
ALL IN THE STUDENTS BUDGET 
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
Qaallly Boae Made Food 
at MEia'S PLACE . 
'HOT CORNED BEl!:······ •••• ......... 1.30 
HOT NEW \'ORK .PASTRAMa ••••••• ,..l.30 
HOT ROAS'f BEEF••••••• .. ••••• .. ••• .1.:10 
TURKO -WHITE Mlo:,U .............. :' 
CHICKEN SALAo ..................... t.lO 
LOX 'N' CREAM OUESE, 
BAGEL .......... - ... 1.'70 
t<matO~-onion, olive 
nJNA SALAD ..................... ;,J,IO 
·white meat imported 
CHOPPED CHICKEN LIVF.R ....... t.iO 
VIENNA SALAMI .................... 1.10 
SWI~ CHIESE ..... ~ .. ••• ....... ••••-· .10 
. EGf~ SALAD····· ...... ~····· .. -·~~-.;_ .SO 
VIENNA JliMBO HOl' DOG .... ••., .&5 
mit kraut 
\'11-:NN.o\ HO.l''OOG ~· ..... - ... -..... · •. _ M 
smothered mit slaw 
PEANUT IIJTTER 'N' JD.Ly ..... ,:IIJ 
id3> . . . 
=--=-' .· I.I:CIALI 
Ut Mill'S SPECIAL 'I'.. . · ,.. CHICAGO SPECIAL 
·~:'wRoaataeef. Tom~to. ••• YeaK. at:U8E. v1enn~~ Salami. Melted 1.25· . t• C•lled Beer, Melted swtu . . Swisa ChH••• BIg Oli·:e 
· ,., PHILADELPHIA SPECIAL a.e ... Sauer KIM& 1 •• 0 T.t MANHATTAN SPECIAL 
Corned leef. Pastrami. 1J1 ~ Chopped Chicken LIvers. 
Slaw and Ruaaian Dressing ~ VIenna Salami. Tometo IJO 
T.t IIOADWAY SPECIAl. ~:?.. 11(ttr~l~,t·,-:,' T.t TIMES. SQUAll SPECIAL 
New York Pastrami, SWiq ;:t)A.- ~~ ~<::~ Vienrw Jumbo Hot Dog. 
CheHe. T'CIIMto. Onion. IJO '.1~ .. 1 .,J I [..!~( · Melted Swlu Cheese. 
·Ruuian Dr ... lng ~,a... .-~'-' . Big Olive 
c:o•••·••~•o•s ·'' coraed Beef~ ·Pu&nunt ......... -.1.60 Tbe Ftnmer s~~eetal - ...... ~ ........ 1.110 
corned Beef~ ChoPDed cornell Beer & swi• Ctlf'eae ....... 1.50 
Chicken LI\IHs-............... ···- .1.50 corned Beef&: cran•ed E11 ......... 1.50 
Noupa, Salads, SluldwicheM, Desserts, Ueer, Wine, 1111d Soft Drinks 
WI-: AKt: I'HOIID '1'0 SF.H\'f~ YOll \'IFJ'IINA Si\I'S:\tl•:s :\ND Rl•:f:f·, ALL OtiR f'AMOt:s SA~DWICIII~S 
Ptcf:P,\HJ··u ON SI'H'I,U.. u .. un:D R'H: OR KIUsP f·Rr-:Nf'll ROLI.S Ml'r KO!!IIF.R PIC'KLf;, 
Carry out Phone 821·3654 coaxt:a or G.At•aAJ'I'B aD. aEADJKa,olno 
172 Reading Road Bra.Su a.·'l' hu••· II a ••• to la.• •. FI'I•Sat. lla ••• tola ••• 
GIVE YOUR HEART 
WITH A HEART DIAMOND 
Increase her heartbeat when you give her your 
heart. Dazzle her with a HEART diamond. A rina. 
pendant or pin with a glorioua diamond, exquisitely 
cut. We'll help you find-the ideal diamond ... to ahow ·. 
her she has your heart and must handle with care 
l Carat ••11 ...................... y, Cuat •••• 
9ZB . a..wff 











. Now we're playing YOUR song I 
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra 
announces, for the first time, a 
Student Series Book 
. the •· · _ ati sy~y 
C•111cao11 hestra ore · · 
.,~...,, Schi.,Poro 
· . Music Director 
$10 (that's all!) to enjoy six concerts 
in Music Hall next season. You decide 
when! (That's $1.67 per concert atten-
. · dance~ le»wer than any other available 
price ~ and for ·the best. seats on sale 
in M·usic Hall). A limited number of these: 
books will. be sold. · 
The Student Serl~s· Book entitles you to 6 ~oncert 
attendances during 1975·76 ·fob$10 tota~ (not usabl.e 
for the 8 O'Clock Pops-:- but.·- for every symphony 
concert). ·'· ·: " 
For use only by full~tlme student• ,.nA .cop~· .. o~ ~tudent ID (not · 
~your original) must accompany each order. Open to students age 
30 or younger. Each of your 6 coupons Ia usable -for a single 
concert attend!ince (subject to ticket availability), the coupon to 
be turned in atthe Syrilpf:'lony Box Office,·29 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, 
up to :4 weeks in advince, In exchange for a ticket to the dtalred 
concert. If you would like to enjoy the concerts with a companion 
who is also a Student;.QRDER· ADDITIONAL BOO~S, sending 
Student ID wit~ each·order; The coilpona can also be.exchsnged 
for tickets at the Music Hall box office on performance nights. . 
' To order Student Books, please make check payable-to (and mall 
to) C.S.O., 1241 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45210. Enclose self~ 
addressed, stamped env~tope. For . further Information phone 
821·1919, Subscriptions Department. · · ' · 
r·'. 
-;--i ~~~id. ii-k~· t~.~;ci~/(;;~:>· ... ·~ .. _..--. sruoeNr. sERie~-... 
BOOKS to attend Cincinnati Symphon·y conce·rts, and 
am enclosing that number of Student I D's, . plus my 
check. 
Name'----------------------~--~--------~ 
Your address in late August-early ~~ptember will be;· 
____ ..;._...:._ ____ ~-------ZiP-----
~hone·~------~--~~~------~-----------
Tentative from page 1 
t 11~· l!~'tll:ra I h:.: \\ hid1 is allncal~o:d for wi II r~:~·~·il ~· has~·d upon 1 he funclio;ls 
St u;kill :\ct i\·it ies. l.he sc~:ond is Ill and the tll'eds of 1 h.: part ictilltr 
appnrtinn th~· .Special Acti\·ilies group. ; :·. 
h1111l. which is fnr special prugrams . I hi~ ~car. aftn 1 hnrnu!!hl\· ~~­
tn hi!' presenh:d at nu cust tu Xavier mnining each hud!!el. the Cl;lll,;lil'te~· 
St udi:ht~. rnr social events in tht;. found that it was ;u.iitrlv $2.000 over 
Xavier conununity. or for those pro- . its all! hnri1.ed spei1dlrig ceiling. It 
gram\; involving the surrounding was then necessarv to m;tkc ·tn 
cmmj1;unity. · . across-the-hoard four per cent cut,in 
. . all hudgi:ts. The amounts listed are 
rtiJ Huard determines in a~vanc~ . t\!ntati\:c and subject to the approval 
how:'i11uch money each organmtlion:· ·or Fr. Mulligan.· · 
'' . ····.' .' ... 
OR<~:.\I'illATIOI'i ,.. ..... · 1974-.75 
AAS;;.X ' . 1.200 . 
Alp~it!Sigma Nu 200 · : 
Annual Musketeer 4.000 
Assrii l'or Computing Mach. 50 







Delta Sigma Pi 
Economics Club. 
F ourrageres 
ROTC Drill Team 
Kappa Kappa Psi 
Mermaid Tavern 
Omicron Delta Epsilon 




Student Volunteer Society 
Rugby 
Track and Field 
Xavier International Assn. 
Women's Drill Team 
XU News 
XU Rifle and Pistol Club· 
XU Skydiving Club 
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Camp Counselors to work with inner-city boys at 
summer- resident camp. 
Room and board plus salary. 
. . 
Phone: 812-637-3777 
·send the FTD 
:Sweet. Sllrprise · 
· :this. Mother's Day. .• 
.Usually available 
f.or less than 
~'Sl5oo·. 
· •A.s an independent 
·.·businessman, each 
f:TD Member Florist 
sets his_ own prices. 
• • • a little extra credit 
for being at the top of her class. 
The Sweet Sutprise,1,; a bouquet of colorful 
flowers. Or Sweet Surprise U, green plants 
with floral accents. Each In ~n Import•• 
ceramic keepsake. Your FTD Florist ~ :. 
will send almost anywhere, and most 
accept major credit cards. Order now. . 
' 
@ 1171 Florllll' Trlneworld Dlllverr. "Call \'our t:XTRA TOUCH"" Florist" 
... .,,..,,.,. Md, 1. 19/5 
~· . 
~. 
Sugflr 'n Spice 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT LATE 
WEEK-END DATE. 
. -
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORlES. 
Cincinnatians· 
Are Proud of 
. Their Beer! 
Cincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital 
in America, is known throughout the world 
as a great brewing center. Nowhere will you 
find better brewed beer. 
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's great beer . 
· It's good business. 
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL • BREWERY WORKERS, LOCALS 188 
AND. 12 • ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND OILERS,· AND· MACHINISTS 







First, I would like to publicly 
apologize to Student Senator Mike 
Brown for certain errors of wording 
in my article on the April 16 Senate · 
meeting. In discussions with Mr. 
Brown, I have become convinced 
that he in no way meant, in endor-
sing the nationwide demonstrations 
on Vietnam and Palestine, to en-
dorse any forms of violence. His mo-
tion was simply one of support for 
the principle of non-violent self-
determination, but he was mis-
understood in the light of the RSB 
statements. He does not in any way 
support Palestinian terrorism. No 
such connection was implied by me, 
but my choice of words was extreme-
ly poor. I apologize to any and all 
persons who may have been offend-
ed by my lack of judgment, and/ or 
may have thought unfavorably upon 
Mr. Brown on the basis of the un-
intentional implication. Above all, I 
apologize to Mike· Brown, a scholar 
and a complete pacifist. 
Second, I want to express my 
amazement at the reactions certain 
persons had to my statements during 
the past elections campaign. Ap-
parently, many persons felt that I 
was speaking for the Woolard-
Madigan ticket; this is categorically 
untrue. Although I supported them, 
helped with their outdoor signs, and 
gave grammatical support to their 
platform, I want to make it obvious 
that I speak only for myself during, 
campaigns. I am nobody's fool and 
nobody's puppet. My indulgen'ie in 
extreme · campaign rhetoric, ex-
pecially at the Wednesday debate, is 
a reflection of my frustrated 
rowdiness-those who know me 
know I am ill-equipped for physical 
rowdiness, so I create controversy 
with verbal salvos. Apparently, l 
succeeded in getting some people in-
terested, although unfortunately, it 
backfired on my friends (look at the 
elections results). 
1. cannot meekly stand by while 
apathy reigns supreme; so I spoke 
out in an intentionally extreme 
plge10 -
Editors 
STEPHEN BEDELL MARY ANN BUESCHER 
ANITA BUCK THOMAS FLYNN 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY CINCINNATI, OHIO 
THURSDAY, MAY I, 1975 
' .~ . 
. ·')1:; 
,., 
A challenge to serve students 
On April 25, last Friday afternoon, Paul Peterhans and Beth 
Younger were officially elected to the positions of President and Vice-
president of Xavier's Student Government; We support Peterhans 
and Younger in their new positions, and, at this juncture, express our 
belief in the viability of student government and our own desire to 
work hand-in-hand with both branches of Student Government in 
trying to resp~nd to the needs of Xavier's students. This ca-n be done 
by the two organizations challenging Xavier's administration, raising 
important questions, and consistently informing the students. 
However, for the two organizations to really work together there 
must be a spirit of open trust and cooperation between all members of 
Student Government and the Xavier News. This does not mean that 
we all have to agree on everything. What it does mean is that we all 
. have to rememberour first obligation, which is to serve the students. 
And it is clear that we cannot serve the students by working against 
each other, proceeding on second-hand rumors and suspicions. We 
can only do so in an atmosphere of cooperation. The editors of the 
News applaud Peterhans and Younger in their recognition of this 
need, and we hope that we may cooperate with Student Government, 
now and in the future, in making student needs the primary focus of 
our efforts. 
As we stated earlier, we may not all agree oneveryissue.lnfact, the 
News guarantees that it will sometimes take unpopular stands. None-
theless, what is important is not necessarily agreement, but a 
willingness to listen to what the other has to say, and notto let per-
sonal conflicts get in the way oft he principles themselves. In this way, 
we can disprove several administrators' belief that students are not 
capable of participating in decision-making processes. ., 
"Can the Congress of these United States be so calloused as 
to turn its back on these innocent victims or a cruel war?" 
fashion, just to create interst. I hope 
it worked. 
But what's the real difference, 
whether one cares or not? Student 
Government; regardless of its ac-
tions, is at the mercy of Roderick 
Shearer, as well as Fr. Mulligan-
without their approval, students 
have np .. rights or ,privileges. 
Finally; I have a question for Dave 
Tom · concerning the statements 
made in Shannon Flynn's April 10 
article: 
Why would Brockman Hall be 
"improved" only if it becomes all-
freshmen? Those of us who live there 
now are fairly sure it couldstandim-
provement anyway. Apparently, the 
residents under the present system 
·are not worthy of"improvements"-
and future freshmen are. 
Ray Lebowski 




There was an interesting article in 
the April 17 issue of the Xavier 
News, by Deborah Gaston. It seems . 
to say, the way I interpret it, that 
Black Awareness Week was not 
quite a complete success ·due to 
the failure of the White Communi-
ty at Xavier to attend. There are also 
implications that Xavier is a den of 
racists and sheet wearers. But, in our 
society, innocence is presumed until 
the proving of actual guilt. The 
defense makes its case. 
First of all, Deborah, before I con-
tinue any further, yes I am white, ex-
cept in the summer when I'm more of· 
a light peanut brown. The term 
"white" was forced on me by society. 
(Actually I'm 
merican. So you see, the KKK would 
never accept me.) My upbringing has 
not' conditioned me to think in terms 
of groups of people. I do not Ilke or 
dislike blacks or whites or reds or 
greenies. I like individuals. Now un-
. fortunately many whites do not un-
derstand what is termed the Black 
Culture, so they fear it. Thus the 
need of things like Black Awareness 
Week, to show that blacks are in 
reality living, breathing, laughing, 
crying human beings. Hut smce 
we've only spent the last 20 years try- prejudice I will join any protest or 
ing to undo the injustices of 400, group ttuit wishes to fight it, but 
there are going to be mix-ups, strictly in a non-violent way, as did 
crossed-up communications, and King, as did Gandhi, as did Christ. 
misunderstandings. I know this from Onward. 
living my own life, coming from a To Antonio Johnson, President of 
different culture myself. But that's the AASA. 
another story. Mr. President, with all due respect 
The name Black Awareness Week you are going about this all wrong. If 
suggests to me a program designed you think there is a "strong sense of 
for blacks. To be perfectly honest, old racism," you have every right to 
one of the reasons 1 dJdn't go was say so. But remember, these people 
because practically all the meetings you'realienatingaretheonesyouare 
and seminars I have attended and the trying to convert. 
TV programs I have watched which First of all, you can not expect 
dealt with Black culture, history, and something with the title of Black 
such have left me with the strangest Awareness te draw crowds of whites. 
feeling of guilt for things I'm not Nobody wants to sit through thru 
responsible for, either directly or in- history lectures, we get enough of 
directly .I've never even seen a cotton_ that in class. The article claims that 
plantatio.n. · there were prog1ams relevant to 
whites as well as blacks, so why not 
All I really knew about BA W call it Cultural Understanding 
beforehand was that there was going Week, or Humanity Week. I'm not 
to be one. No one came up to me, no telling you to deny your heritage or 
one gave me any literature, no one what you are, but remember that all 
mentioned it. My lack of informa- racial misunderstanding and pre-
tion is partly my fault, I admit it. But judice is due to emotional bias, there 
only partially. One day I happened 11 • 1 · 1 f 
to walk out of the Grill at the same rea y IS no ogJca reason or any 
time that a Black student did. A . racial prejudice', otherwise people 
small group of blacks in that little could be approached in a logical 
ticket office or whatever it is called to manner. But they can't, so you have 
him asking him if he was going to at- to use psychology. Get across the 
tend one of the BA w functions. 1 idea that you want to know what 
was ignored. whites think too, and how they feel. 
Twice when I stopped in front of 
And then listen. 
the display tables to admire some of Also ADVERTISE! You have· 
the "black" art no one came up to something really great to get across 
me. Were they for sale or what? I to a lot of misunderstanding people. 
really don't have much of a use for Don't just put up signs and 
Afro-Sheen, but there was some very mimeographed sheets, do you realize 
nice sculpture. But.maybe I presume how many there are already all 
too much. Oh, the black students got around the campus?· Who really 
attention. I was ignored. reads them all? Or most of them? A p-
One more point, Deborah, you proach people, smile and talk with 
have insulted me and a large part if them, ask them to come. Tell them 
not all of the University. What do that they should come so that they 
you mean by "XU's KKK'"? They are can learn and they themselves can 
not listed in the handbook. Does contribute to the learning process of 
Xavier have an official group or clan others. Reach out to as many whites 
of Klansmen? I seriously doubt any as you can, don't sit back and expect 
klansman could qualify for entrance them to come to you. Being of 
into this school. You have to be in- Spanish descent, I have an interest in 
telligent. They could probably get· . Spanish culture, which is as rich and 
into UC, but not here. interesting as any other, but I really 
Debby, in the extremely unlikely don't think I should complain if I put 
event of a civil war between the races up a few signs announcing lectures 
in this country I, ,along with most and programs OJt Spanish history 
other whites, will stand beside the and philosophy and hardly an¥ body 
Blacks, Indians, and all the showed up. I've got to make it ex-
minorities against the Ku Klux Klan citing, colorful and attractive to the 
and the American Nazi Party and all average student. · 
the rest of those idiotic Secondly, the AASA, among 
organizations. If I can be shown that other things is striving for accep-
there is a ·sizable amout of racial tance of the black man in a 
predominantly white society. A few 
years ago there was a real need for 
communicating to the white com-
rfi~nity the("h!evements of blacks. 
· This was . ·.~sary to overcome 
feelings that there was a more in-
telligent superior race. In some 
places this.is still needed, but not at a 
place like Xavier. 
In know that there were rich and 
powerful civilizations in Africa while 
the white man was still afraid of the 
dark. I know that this country and 
the world owes a lot to the Black 
culture. Hey, that's the past. I accept 
the black race as a brother to ttie 
white race which are brothers to the 
red and on to the yellow. Now I have 
to accept you as an individual, not 
on your family's past. My uncle was 
a rich cucumber grower, but I don't 
think that that entitles me to 
anything. I'm sure we can all find 
horse thieves and ladies-of-the-
evening in our family trees if we go 
back far enough.The past is gone, 
the present is all messed up, we've 
got to work on it, learning from, not 
dwelling on, the past. 
Guest speakers are great, so are art 
exhibits, but they aren't going to 
solve the problem. Brotherhood is 
gained on a one-to-one basis, ·by 
dialogue and living together. You 
can't ·have someone behind· a 
podium, no matter what his color is, 
preach peace and love and expect it 
to happen, it's got· to be lived, or at 
least tried. Now please doo't think 
that I'm writing this just for you, I'm 
directing this to the white communi-
ty as well. It is going to have to come 
from both sides. 
A II I'm really saying is please don't 
call an unfortunate lack: of com-
munication racism. 
I'm just one person, who happens 
•to be white by society's standards, 
who is trying to understand. But as I 
want to understand, I want to be un-
derstood. I don't mean to criticize 
you, or your group of BA W, whicb I 
. know to have been a sincere and 
honest effort for understanding. I 
just hmbly offer my suggestions and 
ideas. I am not a god, I don't think 
that I have all the answers, please, 
Tony Johnson, Deborah Gaston, 
anybody, if. I'm wrong or ammissing 
something please tell me. If I sound 
apologetic, so be it. I am just trying 
to get across my sincere desire for 
communication. 
·Michael D. Vilaboy 




yo11 ••• too 
By, TOM FLYNN 
Th~t evening at dinner • • • the Frenchman 
gre~ts the American with the wine, saying, 
~Bon appetit!" to which the American replies, · 
~Ginzberg." -John C. Condon, Jr. 
and pieces. either-the whole city. Fountain 
Square. Mt. Airy Forest. UcC.. Norwood, 
Frank Weikel-Everything. 
Suddenly. the chauffeur slammed the 
brakes. Brake discs bit into wheel plates. 
rubber burned into asphalt. and Noveauriche 
and his .checkbook wound up sprawled 
halfway up to the front of his giant car, 
straddling the fence between the putting green 
and the bowling alley. (When Citreon finally 
got into the limousine business, they did it 
right.) "Satre hleu-or words to that effect!" 
screamed Noveauriche. "What happens'~" 
The chauffeur began to apologize. but his 
master forgave him after a single glance out 
the windshield told him why the driver had 
stopped. 
A fifteen-foot diameter rubber push ball had 
rolled out into the street; four burly college 
students clung to it grimly as it lumbered 
downhill. The mayor took advantage of 
Noveauriche's being thrown forward to 
thumb the intercom and call up the chauffeur. 
.. Max, you idiot!" yelled the mayor. "I slipped 
you a grand specifically so you wouldn't take 
us here!" 
"I'm sorry I drove through Xavier," ad-
. :<The sleek new 1984 Citreon limousine, its mitted the driver. "But Victory Parkway was 
·400-:e.tibic inch engine howling mightily, torn up, and ... the detours ... " 
screa111ed a warning with its siren, sending "Yeah, .1 know. Can it," hissed the mayor. 
sl)b-compact, gas-stingy American Cadillacs His heart sinking, he watched Noveauriche get 
and -lincolns scurrying to . the berm. The out of the car and stop the line of eight referees 
French coat of arms gleamed in the sunlight as chasing the rolling pushball. 
the driver deftly avoided three large barrels in "What is zis place?'' he inquired of one of the 
the middle of the road and headed for the referees. 
detour. · "This is Xavier University," replied the head 
France had sprouted a number of promi- referee. 
nent millionaires about two weeks after that "Oh, Xavier! Oui, I have heard ofzis school! 
nation had formally allied itself with the oil- Ze boys ·{\n ·ze fifteen-foot. rubber ball-do 
rich Arab Confederation; and the foremost of they work for Marilyn---:um, Marilyn ... " 
those Continental Croesuses, Jean-Paul "No, that's not one o.f Marilyn's," said 
Noveauriche. was riding the streets of Cincin- another referee. ' 
nati in his chauffeur-driven palace-on-wheels. "Only because · we got it first," added 
His companion in the cavernous auto: the another referee. 
mayor of Cincinnati. But the millionaire and "Zen. why were ze boys rolling down ze 
the mayor were not out for a pleasure trip- street clinging to ze rubber ball?'' 
the fully-financed Frenchman had business to "Oh, they're. from the Push. Ball Cham-
conduct. pionships," piped in another referee. 
"It is so bad ze price of imported oil has so "In fact, right now they're the push ball," 
impoverished ze · great United States," noted the head referee. 
Noveauriche told the mayor. "But, c'estla vie, "You see, this is Greek Week," the assistant 
and all zilt stuff. Now what is ze asking price head referee said. "Let's see-this is Greek 
for ze city of Cincinnati?" Week XIII, I believe." · 
"Two million," said the dejected mayor. "Thirteen," sighed the head referee. "My 
"Two-five with the Reds thrown in." favorite number." 
"Zut a/ors/whatever that means. Ze price, it A girl limped past, leaning heavily on the 
is good." Noveauriche pulled out his shoulders of her roommate. The poor 
checkbook and began to write. As New York, woman's right ankle was swelled up like a 
Wichita, St. Louis, and Chicago· had done · · rubber· pepperoni. "You want to go· to the 
before when they, too, had been unable to Health Center?" her roommate asked her.· 
meet their municipal fuel bills, Cincinnati was . .. Are you kidding? I wouldn't be caught dead 
selling out to the highest bidder. Not in bits in the Health Center. If I need help, I'll go to a 
hospital!" the injured co-ed spat. 
"Then I'll take you to the hospital." 
suggested the roommate; 
"I can't got to the hospital." shrieked the in-
jured girl. "it's too expensive! I'm not going to 
pay to go the hospital whe.n there's a free 
Health Center on campus!" 
· "Well. if you refuse to go to the Health 
Center-and you won't go to the hospital-
what are you going to do about your ankle'~" 
"Hobble a lot," said the girl. . 
No sooner had Noveauriche absorbed that 
spectacle than the mayor found him. "Mons-
sieur Noveauriche!l'm so sorry for the delay. 
We'll be on our way in only moments," pledg-
ed the mayor as he grabbed the French_man by 
the collar and tried to wrestle him into the 
limousine. 
"Faux pas! -or something like that," 
bellowed Noveauriche, shrugging off the 
mayor. "Zis intrigues me. I want to know all 
about zis 'Greek Week.' Monsieur Mayor-
find me the man who knows ze most about 
'Greek Week.' 
When J.P. N oveauriche gives a command-
you hop. In moments, the Sports Editor of the 
Xavier News was ushered into the rich man's 
presence. "Wanna arm wrestler• offered the 
editor. 
"I am Jean-Paul Noveauriche," said Jean-
Paul Noveauriche. 
"The Jean-Paul Noveauriche?" 
"The same." 
"Hey, can you spare a five-spot till Tuesday'! 
I'm really strapped, and-" 
"It never fails," sighed the world's ninth-
richest man. "Look, Monsieur Sports Editor, 
tell me about 'Greek Week.' " 
"Well, let's see here. Greek Week happens 
once a year-that's a bout all you can say about 
them as a group. Every Greek Week is 
different-no, I take that back. There are 
similarities: they all get bumped out of their 
first dates by Parents' Weekend, and nobody 
ever cleans up after the Vertical Egg Toss." 
"I see. Besides ze Egg Toss and the Push Ball 
. Championships-l've heard about zose 
events-what else dozey do at 'Greek Week'?" 
"Well, let's see here-" said the Sports 
Editor. "Greek Week Thirteen has been a real 
biggie. So far we've had a beer chug; a donut 
eating contest; a contest where you stuff down 
White Castles until they come back up; an 
event where you stuff as many freshman as 
you can into a used Ford Fairlane, then lock it 
from the outside and leave it overnight; a Pied 
Piper Coffeehouse Stairclimbing Marathon-
you know, go down 'em twice and you get a 
medaJ.;_one of the bigies; and of course''the 
All Night Karate Contest. That's just Mon-
day's schedule." 
"Cul-de-sac!" shouted Noveauriche. 
The University Center policy for 
space reservations: What is it? 
By RITA SCHOENFELD 
N- 81811 Wrtt• 
The Xavier University Center ex-
ists for the "total development of the 
Xavier University community: ad-
ministration, faculty, students, staff, 
alumni and alumnae, official Un-
iversity organizations, and their 
guests" according to the Center 
procedural policy booklet published 
in · 1968. Eileen Rahe, Center 
Manager for Facilities and Ac-
counts, admits this is a broad state-
ment of purpose. "The Center's pur-
pose was never totally defined with 
regard to specifics," she said, "any 
·activity the University feels would 
·benefit th~· total education of the 
·Xavier community in general would 
he permitted in the Center."· 
With such an extensive operating 
·~ 
ll''' 
principle, it seems the question rooms a day. One of the rooms they 
which needs to be answered is: Can utilize for seminars is the Terrace 
the University handle, fairly, space room, the most sought-,after room in 
requests from all groups included in the Center, expressly available to 
its guiding purpose·~ · University groups only for "special 
According to Rahe, the Center has events." 
thus far managed to adequately meet The remaining Center rooms are 
the needs of the Xavier community. for general use and are involved in 
This has been achieved, however, · such diverse activities as a natural 
only by operating the Center in child-birth course which meets ap-
direct violation of, or outside of, proximately twice a month, and a bi~ 
written policy. For· example, policy yearly police study which ties up two 
maintains that under ordinary cir- rooms an average of eight hours a 
cumstances credit and non:-eredit day for twelve consecutive days. It 
courses are not to be given Center ac- · · would seem, then, that activities not 
comodation, and never at the ex- planned well in advance of events 
pense of the uses.for which the in- would face available spac~ 
dividual facilities were originally in- problems. Yet, to use Food Week as. 
tended. But the IBCS hold frequent a recent example, this is not 
three. or more, day seminars which altogether ture. 
often monopolize as m~ny as three Pete Corrigan, one of the student · 
Food Week organizers. said the 
Center staff was ver-y cooperative in 
providing rooms and meeting .the 
needs of the Food Week organiza-
. tion. The Food Week organizers re-
quested a large amount of rooms at a 
three-four week notice, when many 
campus groups book rooms a full 
year in advance of activities. In order 
to accomodate Food Week, the 
Center allowed pamphlet and infor-
mation centers in the main lobbv and 
corridors. although policy pe~·mits 
only occasional social functions in 
the lobby and rc4Uires avoidance of 
corridnr promotiorb. 
"Violence! Gluttony! Overblown com-
petition! It is ze Seven Deadly Sins rolled into. 
1e one week. And you call zis place a Christian 
Universitv'~" 
"Only six deadly sin5," the Sports Editor 
said sternly. "The first adultery events are just 
in the planning stages for '8S yet." 
"Mon ami, six out of seven ain't bad. And 
you mean nobody has ever questioned ·zis 
'Greek Week' business? Arezere no concerned 
social activists on zis campm?" 
"No, of course not. We're good Catholics 
here. You know, .be as a little child and all 
that.'' The Sports Editor cackled. "Seriously, 
X.U. has lots of concerned students. They 
campaign for women's rights, social justice, 
planting trees, painting the houses of the poor 
... you know,"said the Sports Editor thought-
fully, .. you're right. Every Gree'k Week we 
have beer chugs and Castle Stuffs in the mid-
dle of a food crisis-we have Road Rallies 
with gas at $19 .9S a gallon-we wipe out ten or 
twenty kids a year in the Push Ball Cham-
pionships and the Minefi~ld Track and Field 
events. But nobody ever objects. I guess it's 
tradition." 
"Tradition!" exploded Noveauriche. "How 
does tradition account for this!" 
"Well," the Sports Editor said, "Before 
Greek Week XIII we had Greek Week XII. 
And the year before that it was Greek Week XI, 
and the year before that it was ... " 
"I get ze general drift," Noveauriche nod-
ded. "But tell me-how did zefirst one start?" 
The Sports Editor thought very hard. "You 
know, in all my historical studies of Xavier's 
past, I never have been able to figure out why 
they started having Greek Week. I am totally 
blown away by that." 
Leaving a five-dollar note in the Sports 
Editor's hand, Noveauriche stormed out to his 
limousine. "To the helijet, Max. We are leav-
ing zis place." · 
"But the check! You haven't finished the 
check!" cried the mayor . 
"And I never will," Noveauriche shouted as 
Max revved ·up the triple carburetors. "I 
didn't know about Greek Week zen. Zis 
Xavier University-it is 'like ze houses of ze 
mad! I think perhaps I'll buy zat water treat:-
ment plant in Bayonne, New Jersey." 
"A water-treatment plant! Instead of Cin-
cinnati! Mr .. Noveauriche. Mr. 
NOVEAURICHE!" shrieked the mayor. 
"Don't do this to me ... " 
"I am sorry," came Noveauriche's voice 
over the roar of th escaping Citreon. "Au 
revoir." 
" ... and a reservoir to you, too,"cursed the 
mayor under is breath. 
Another area of ~·onflict het ween 
actual practice and policy 
regulations is the Hcarth room. The 
room is intended fur the usc of any 
University group for social 
gatherings. Policy states that it 
should not be pre-empted for other 
uses. hut the Center staff has unof-
Ms. Eileen Rahe, FacllltlesandAccounlsManagerforlheUnlverslly 
Center. 
ficiully desigmatcd it as a student 
lounge/study room until six p.m. 
wlien it can he scheduled for ac-
tivities 
The question still remuins whether 
or not the Center can continue to 
handle the influx ol campus groups. 
At this point. rathc1 tlmnlimit the in-
flu.x, the Center staff is preparing a 
revised edition of policy 'statements 
which officially uppmvcs many of 
:he operations ulrl'ady in effect. 




from page 1 
Callan will be teaching two upper 
division courses (two sections of 
each) in the fall semester. A course in 
The IICII "• is a cl•lllled 118Ciion 
available 10 lludenls, IKully, and IIIH ol Xavier 
Univ1r1ily. Aduhouldnolexceed twenty words 
end muat beaubmMied in writing allheUniversi-
ty Center Information Desk c/o The IIICII ,. ... 
no later than the Sunday prec:eding publication. 
Sorry, no 8d will be repealed unless r•ub-
milled. 
Fl. DORADO CADILLAC: 1965, Converti-
hic. Call 731-6505 or 231-2910. 
ROOM FOR RENT: For a male. 1460 Dana 
t'orncr Herald end of mall. adjoining the 
.lc"ail Residence. 
1::'\:0I.ISII TUTORING: M.A. Xavier Grad .. 
541-.1174. 
SIIZlJKI: 1972. (il' 750.1, $1350. Call 774-
4242. 
SNOW TIRES: 1972 VW Super 8eetle. size 
5.~11 - 15. $.111 fortwo tires or hcst offer. Call 
t'hcryle at JHI-5819 after live. 
l'ATIIY: I luv you. S. 8. 
I>EAR S. 8.: Woudi you please stop blowing 
kisses at me during lab'! You'rc.embarrassing 
II H.' t u tears. Cathy. 
ALIVE? - We offer a one-year oppor-
tunity to come Alive. Live and work 
among the sick and poor people in 
America. Share education and talents. 
Learn from community and cultural 
experiences. Develop philosophy of 
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged? 
Write: Sister Monica, 2335. Fairview 
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219. · 
FUTURE CPA'S 
. Learn Now About the 
next CPA Exam. 
tBe,ckttr CPA Review Cfttur••• 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montaomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
100/o OFF 
on all· Hrvlce and. parta to 





COLLEGE OF LAW 
• Applicants are individually 
reviewed with a 4·week Pre-Law 




programs -begin the first year. 
• The Lewis approach· to legal 
education g1.1ides you to your 
future as a competent, 
humanistic attorney. 
• Our 128-acre suburban 
campus offers a unique learning 
environment: close-by a major 
metropolitan area. 
INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE 
MAY 1 AT S.M.U. WITH 
DEAN A. CHURCH. 
CONTACT PROF. 
ANN THOMAS. 
Lewis University College of Law 
p ... 12 
Rt. 53& 
Roosevelt Rd. 
Glen Ellyn, Ill. 
60137 
(312)858·7200 
Studies in Scripture will deal 
primarily with St. Paur (on whom 
Callan did his doctoral dissertation), 
an examination of St. Paul's life, his 
writings and major theological 
themes. Studies on Church, Callan's 
second course, will be an cxamina· 
tion of New Testament perspectives 
on the Church as dealt with in the 
Gospels. the Acts of the Aposlles 
and St. Paul's letters. It wiHalso in-
clude some later references on the 
Church and a comparison between 
the ancient and modern concepts of . 
the Church. 
Dr. Knitter will have one upper 
divisjon course entitled Studies in 
Religious History (Dialogue Among 
World Religions: A Christian Ap-
proach). Dr. Knitter intends the 
goal of this course to "help students 
to a more personal appropriation of 
her/his own religious tradition and 
to a more open dialogue with per-
sons of other faiths." Dr. Knitter will 
also be working with lower division 
classes. 
Both Callan and Knitter had other 
offers for teachinJZ positions next 
year. They chose Xavier due to the 
Impression they received of the 
faculty, students and teaching op-
portunities as they saw them here . 
Peterhans-
from page 1 
members with theTonstitution and 
Senate procedures .. Paul expects 
"senators to use their creativity, be 
open to others, and expand their 
capabilities, especially in accepting 
responsibility for committees." 
Other election results included the 
University- Senate races, wit.h Mary 
Henkel representing Arts and 
Science dorm students and Pam 
Rolandelli assuming a scat for Arts 
and Science commuters. The 
Business representatives for the Un-
iversity Senate art; Ray Lcbowski for 
dorm students and Larry Averbeck 
for commuters. . 
The eight Student Senate vacan-
cies will be filled by sophomore Julie 
O'Donoghue with 280 votes, junior 
Maureen Burke with 257, junior 
Lenore Wolodzko with 227, junior 
Rich Russo with 216, freshman Matt 
1-Jabash with 171, freshman Da.ve 
Zerbe with 162, freshman Marcia 
Plescia with 157, and freshman Bob 
Hinkley with 136. Senators 
O'Donoghue, Wolodzko and Russo 
are currently serving Senate terms. 
Officers for the Senior class will be 
Dan Hosch and Joe Rozier, with 
representatives Reid Rooney and 
Tom Tracv. 
Junior ~lass President and Vice 
President will be Charles Burns and 
Charles Bentley, with represen~ 
tatives Greg Smith and Jane Dorner. 
Sophomore class President and 
Vice-President are Frank Bolmcyer 
and Ann Dahm. The representatives 
are Ray Nunez with a three-way tie 
between Nancy Peck, Martha 
Bosken and Sharon Stanley for the 
second representative. 
Buschmann 
from page t 
the Xavier community have been in- · 
volved with recruiting.lnaddition to 
the three faculty members who 
regularly work on a part-time basis 
with the admissions office by visiting 
high schools, Buschmann also prais-
ed the task the faculty has under-
taken this. year of tclcphc;ming 
prospective applicants and by offer-
ing their services as guest lecturers in 
their disciplines at Cincinnati 
schools. Buschmann noted that the 
groundwork has been laid for a new 
program, "hopefully to be crystalliz-
ed by next year," of involving the 
Xavier student body more actively in 
the recuiting process in a variety of 
capacities, mostly involving 
following-up contacts in the 
students' home towns. · 
Brockman· 
from page 1 
some advantages for the new 
freshmen. It will be easier to get to 
know the other members of their 
class and to study, socialize and 
share problems with each other. 
Senior residents, having smaller 
groups than the present R.A.'s, will 
be able to better help them become 
accustomed to dorm life. However, 
there are also some disadvantages to 
this new dorm plan. According to 
Mr. Tom, when the freshmen are 
concentrated in Kuhlman and 
Brockman they will have less oppor-
tunities to get to know the up-
perclassmen as they do in the present 
hall assignments, and perhaps it will 
be harder for them to integrate 
themselves into University life. 
With both the advantages and dis-
advantages the new housing system 
will be in effect in September. 
Woman 
fr~m ·page 5 
superficiality of their love becomes 
apparent; they love Mabel only so 
long as her actions please them. She 
is carted away to learn to please them -
once more, subjected to shock 
thera'py, treated like a child- all f Qr 
her own good, they say,ju8t to make 
·her ·well.. Mabel's· husband and · 
relatives are completely Uni;\Ware of 
what they have done and arc doing 
to her, completely oblivious to their 
own underlying motives. What is 
more, they lack all but the most ob-
violL'l empathy; and frequently let 
falllinessowell-meaninglycruel that 
the audience involuntarily grunts in 
response. 
It is true that most of Woman's 
characters . except Mabel are 
screamingly and excessively: 
stereotypical, but this is not a lack of 
insight or an ·easy way out on. 
Cassavctes' part. The abounding self-
interest of Nick Loughetti and his. 
family is made to represent all the in~ 
sensitivity the Mabels of the world, 
must face. They arc also, in their dis-
mal truthfulness, incentives for tis,· 
the-audience, to examine our con-
sciences .. 
Ultimately, A Woman Under the 
Influence is a warning of'the beauty 
and fragility of the human spirit un-
der constant attack. It is inordinately 
painful. 
---' Anita Buck 
HUDEY presents the MUSKIES 
Hudepohl Beer happily brings 
you two ad·ditional telecasts from 
Schmidt Field House, as the 
. . . ' : . 
XU Musketeers take on·. e e 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ·DETROIT 
ON SATURDAY,. JAN. 25 at3 p.m. 
and 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
ON WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19 at 8 p.n1. 
Remember 
the name ••• 
WLW-T,Ch.5 
The Hudepohl Brewing Compeny • Cincinnati, Ohio 
eer 
